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2018 MARCH FOR LIFE
JANUARY 29, 2018

In the first ever live streamed address of a sitting president to the March for Life, Republican President Donald
Trump vowed his administration will work to uphold the
sanctity of life.
“Under my administration, we will always defend the very
first right in the Declaration of Independence, and that is
the right to life,” the president told cheering crowds of
hundreds of thousands that packed Washington Mall Friday..
The United States is “one of only seven countries to allow
elective late-term abortions along with China, North Korea
and others,” he said. “It is wrong; it has to change.”

The United States is on the verge of restoring “the sanctity of life to the center of American law,” and the Trump
administration is completely backing the move, Vice President Mike Pence told pro-lifers at the March for Life, Friday, January 19, 2018.
“This pro-life generation should never doubt we’re with
you,” Pence told the hundreds of thousands during a livestreamed video from the White House Rose Garden.
“This president stands with you, and He who said ‘Before
I formed you in the womb, I knew you,’ is with you as
well.”
Taken from lifesitenews.com, 1-22-18
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PRO-LIFE NEWS
The Federal House of Representatives has passed the Pain Capable Unborn Child Protection Act
that prohibits most abortions ater 20 weeks. Please contact Senator Portman and Senator Brown to
vote for its passage in the Senate and to send it to President Trump for his signature.

MIAMI COUNTY PRO-LIFE EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION
As we begin the year 2018, we mourn the 45th anniversary of the Supreme Court decision, Roe vs. Wade—which
legalized abortion in all 50 states. As a result of that decision, over 60,000,000 babies in the United States have
been denied their right to life. The last two generations have grown up not knowing that the child in the womb used
to be protected by law and life and was held as someone sacred —to be cherished. As usually happens with laws
like Roe vs. Wade, the courts have moved on from legalizing abortion to legalizing euthanasia (so called mercy
killing) in some states. We now live in a country where laws promote the survival of the wanted, healthy and productive and less so for the sick, disabled or elderly. These laws show how much the respect for life has decreased
over the last 45 years.
Miami County Pro-Life Educational Foundation — a sister organization to Miami County Right to Life—was founded
to educate and promote a pro-life view in Miami County and neighboring areas. We do this through our Speakers
Bureau, newspaper ads, billboards along local roadways, booths at festivals through which we distribute pro-life
literature and other ways to increase awareness of the pro-life issues we face today. The volunteers at our office
at 305 E. Main Street, Troy, Ohio, administer a new crib program called Healthy Moms, Healthy Babies. The new
moms are educated via video and discussion with a volunteer on the subject of SIDS and how to prevent it. After
watching another parenting video of their choice, they are entitled to a new crib, mattress and sheet. We also educate our clients through an information board which displays timely pro-life topics that change monthly.
Miami County Pro-Life Educational Foundation continues its pro-life programs because of generous donors. We
depend solely upon the greatly appreciated donations of the pro-life people of Miami County and the surrounding
areas to keep our programs up and running. We are especially grateful to be able to provide a safe, warm bed for
the littlest and most vulnerable among us.
We ask that you consider making a donation to Miami County Pro-Life Educational Foundation. It is so easy to
make a donation—either a one time or a monthly one by clicking on the PayPal button at the bottom of this page
and following the directions. You will automatically receive an email for your donation which acts as your receipt.
GREAT NEWS!!! MIAMI COUNTY PRO-LIFE EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION IS A 501(C-3) ORGANIZATION.
DONATIONS ARE TAX DEDUCTIBLE IF YOU ARE ITEMIZING YOUR TAX RETURN.
Our moms and babies thank you for your generosity!!
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HOW NECESSARY IS IT TO REMIND
How necessary is it to remind
A loving couple that they are in love?
Perhaps a well-placed word might pierce the rind,
Penetrating hearts that dormant prove,
Years accumulate like fallen snow,
Vast fields of understanding, thick and cold,
As time surrenders even those who know,
Leaving love a story long since told.
Each year, therefore, occasion must be made,
Name-day of love, that lovers all might speak,
Taking a risk that else they might evade,
In search of pleasure even angels seek.
Need comes slowly, like a warm spring rain.
Except one sing, the song must be in vain.
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